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Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0. Suppose that K is an algebraic 
function field of r variables over a perfect field. We shall consider the struc- 
ture of p-algebras over K. 
When r = 1, Albert proved that every p-algebra is, in fact, a cyclic 
algebra nd the exponent is equal to the index [a]. In this note we shall 
generalize Albert’s result to the following: Let K be an algebraic function 
field of r variables over a perfect field, A any p-algebra over K. Then there 
are cyclic division algebras D, , D2,..., D, so that A is similar to D, OK 
D, ok ... ok D,, the exponent of each Di is equal to its index, and the 
exponent of each Di is no greater than that of A. In fact a more general 
theorem can be established. I thank Professor Shuen Yuan and the referee 
for their very helpful suggestions about revising my original manuscripts. 
Throughout his note a cyclic algebra is denoted by (a, L/K, a) where 0 
is a generator of Gal(L/K). The Brauer classes of a central simple 
K-algebra A and a cyclic algebra (a, L/K, a) will be denoted by [A] and 
[a, L/K, 01, respectively. o(A) is the exponent of A, i(A) its index and 
deg A = Jm its degree. 
The following easy lemma is from field theory. We omit its proof. 
LEMMA. Let K be a field with char K= p > 0 and K = KP(x, ,..., x,)for 
some x,,..., x, EK. If F is any field extension of K such that Fp’ c K, 
then F c K( pfi, p& ,..., px). Zf [K: KP] = p’, then 
p&) : K] = p”. 
[ K( p& ,..., 
I thank Professor Shuen Yuan and the referee for the present form of the 
following: 
THEOREM. Let K be a field with char K = p > 0. Suppose that K = 
KP(x, ,..., x,)for some x ,,..., X,EK. If A is any p-algebra over K with 
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o(A) =pe, then there exist cyclic extension fields L1,..., L, of K so that 
CA1 = CxI,LI/JGoIl + CX~,L~IK,~~I + ... + Lx,, L,IK~,l, where 
for i = l,..., r, each (xi, L,JK, ai) is a cyclic division K-algebra with index pet, 
ei <e, and o(xi, L /K, ai) = i(x,, L /K, a,). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that [K: KJ’] =pr. 
Induction on e. When e = 1, A has a finite purely inseparable splitting 
field F of exponent one [4, Chap. 7, Theorem 32; 6, Sect. 15: Theorem 11. 
By the Lemma, PC K(& ,..., &) and 
Hence K(&,..., &) . 
[K(& ,..., &):K] =pr. 
IS a splitting field for A. Therefore there are cyclic 
extensions L,, L2,..., and L, of degrees p or 1 such that [A] = 
[XI, b/K 011+ ... + [x,, L,/K, a,] [4, Chap. 7, Theorem 281. Obviously 
each (xi, L,/K, ai) has the required properties. 
For e> 2, consider p[A]. By induction p[A] = [x,, L,/K, a,] + .*+ 
[x,, L,/K, o,] with the required properties. Foreach Li, find an extension 
Ni so that Kc Lit Ni, N,/K is cyclic with generator ti, [N,:L,] = p, 
ril L, = a,; therefore p[x,, N,/K, T~] = [xi, L,/K, ci] [6, Sect. 15, 
Lemma 31. Notedethat since 0(x;, LJK, ai) = i(x,, LJK, ai) = 
deg(x,, L /K, oi) = p”- ‘, it follows o(xi, NJK, zi) = pe, = 
deg(x,, NJK, ri). Thus the index of (x,, N,/K, ri) is pe, and (x1, N,/K, zi) is a 
division algebra. 
Now p(CAI - Ix,, N,lK r,l- ... - [x,, N,/K, r,]) = 0. By induction, 
there exist cyclic extensions MI,..., M, of degrees p or 1 so that 
CA1 - [XI, N,lK z,l- ... - L-x,, N,IK ~,l = Lx,, MI/K, P,I + ... +
C-L MrIK ~1. 
We shall try to prove that for each i= l,..., r [x,, N,/K, zi] + 
[xi, M,/K, pi] is a cyclic division algebra with exponent equal to its index 
PC’ and e,< e. Note that K(!!fi) splits both [xi, N,/K, ri] and 
[xi, M,/K, ~~1. Hence [xi, N,/K, r,] + [xi, M,/K, /Ai] is similar to 
[xi, Ii/K, vi] for some cyclic extension Iiover K of degree peg [4, Chap. 7, 
Theorem 25; 6, Sect. 15, Theorem 23. The exponent of [xi, N,/K, zi] + 
[xi, MJK, ~~1 is either pe8 or 1. When the exponent is p”, [xi, Z/K, Vi] has 
the required properties; otherwise [xi, N,/K, ri] + [xi, M,/K, pi] = 0 = 
[xi, K/R 11. 
COROLLARY. For a field K with char K = p > 0, for a fixed positive 
integer r, any p-algebra A over K is imilar to the tensor p oduct ofr cyclic 
division K-algebras Di where for i = I,..., r, o(D,) = i(Di) < o(A), provided 
that K is any one of the following fields 
(1) there is aperfect subfield k ofK such that ram deg, K d r; 
(2) there is a perfect subfield k of K such that K= k((x,,..., x,)) or 
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k( (x,))( (x2)). . ((x,)), the field of formal power series qf r variables orthe 
field of iterated Laurent series of r variables. 
(3) K= k((x,,..., x,)) or k((x,))((x,))... ((x,)) where k is an algebraic 
function field in s variables over a perfect field. 
ProoJ We shall discuss only the first case of K. Since any tinite- 
dimensional gebra is defined by finitely many conditions, it follows that 
any p-algebra over K is extended from a p-algebra over a finitely generated 
field extension fthe prime field. Thus we can assume that K is finitely 
generated over the perfect field k.To apply our theorem, it suffices to prove 
that [K:P] = pr when trans deg, K= r. By a theorem of Schmidt [7, 
Corollary 3, p. 2651 we can find a separating base x,,..., x,.Hence 
K = k(x, ,..., x,, y) where xi,..., x, are algebraically independent over k, 
and y is separable algebraic over k(x ,,..., x,). Now K= k(x, ,..., x,)(y) =
W 1 ,..., x,)(y”), KP = k(x{ ,..., x,p, y”). Thus K= Kp(x, ,..., x,)
Remark 1. Albert proved that every algebra over K of degree four is a 
cyclic algebra if K is the rational function field of two variables over afinite 
field of characteristic two [S]. In the same paper Albert announced an 
unpublished result of L. Gordon: If K is the rational function field of two 
variables over an infinite field of characteristic two, then there is a non- 
cyclic algebra of degree and exponent four. We have no access to Gordon’s 
result. In general Amitsur and Saltman constructed noncyclic crossed 
product of index p” for any n 2 2. See [S] and related papers. 
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